I. INTRODUCTION
The oxidation of metals has been studied intensively due to its important role for industrial processes, such as chemical catalysis, [1] [2] [3] corrosion, 4, 5 and high temperature oxidation. 6, 7 Surface oxidation also plays a crucial role in copper catalysis such as synthesis of methanol, 8 electroless plating, 9 and fuel cell electrodes. 10 The typical reaction sequence of the surface oxidation of single crystals of copper proceeds according to the following steps. Upon exposure to an oxygen atmosphere, oxygen chemisorption occurs while the surface restructures, followed by oxide nucleation and growth and eventually bulk oxide formation. Incorporation of oxygen atoms through the oxygen chemisorbed layer into the subsurface region is required for initiating the nucleation of a bulk oxide phase for a planar surface. Although much work has been done to understand the structure and kinetics of oxygen chemisorption, unraveling the atomic process underlying the transition from the chemisorption of oxygen at metal surfaces to the formation of a bulk oxide phase remains an ongoing theme. There are still unanswered questions about the effect of oxygen chemisorption on bulk oxide formation. More specifically, the atomic details of oxygen-adsorption induced transformation of the metal crystal lattice in the subsurface region into its oxide are not clearly resolved.
A well-known theoretical notation proposed by King and co-workers [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] suggests that a critical oxygen coverage is required at which the transition between a two-dimensional (2D) chemisorbed layer and the appearance of an oxide phase occurs spontaneously. At low oxygen coverage, the heat of a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
gzhou@binghamton.edu formation of the chemisorbed phase is higher than the heat of formation of the oxide. With increasing oxygen coverage, the strong repulsive force between the oxygen atoms in the chemisorbed layer results in a sharp decrease of the heat of adsorption and enables oxygen subsurface site occupation, thereby making oxide formation energetically more favorable than adsorption of extra oxygen at on-surface sites. While this model explains successfully why a critical surface coverage of oxygen is needed for oxide formation, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] it does not account for the microscopic processes underlying the phase transition from the 2D chemisorbed layer to the 3D oxide as well as the effect of defects in the oxygen chemisorbed layer on the oxide formation. In general, there is a lack of study on how defects formed in an oxygen chemisorbed layer influence subsequent reconstructions (if any) by on-surface oxygen uptake and/or oxide formation by subsurface adsorption.
In FCC (face-centered cubic) Cu lattice, two types of interstitial sites, i.e., octahedral and tetrahedral sites, are available for possible subsurface oxygen occupancy. According to density-functional theory (DFT) calculations, the octahedral site is energetically more favorable for oxygen adsorption than the tetrahedral site. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] In Cu 2 O structure, oxygen atoms reside at the tetrahedral sites (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and (3/4, 3/4, 3/4) of FCC Cu lattice. Therefore, the oxygen octahedral site occupancy is not an indication of Cu 2 O nucleation. The transformation of oxygen preference from octahedral sites to the tetrahedral sites represents a crucial step in the onset of the bulk oxide (Cu 2 O) formation.
The dynamic aspects of the surface restructuring induced by oxygen chemisorption typically show a two-dimensional nucleation and growth mechanism of reconstructed domains, which leads to the formation of reconstructed nanodomains along with a high density of domain boundaries in the oxygen chemisorbed layer. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) observations have shown that oxygen chemisorption results in the formation of domain boundaries in the oxygen chemisorbed layers of the c(2 23, 28 and oxide islands can form preferentially at the domain boundary areas. 28 While similar atomic-scale STM observations of oxide formation on the reconstructed Cu(110) surfaces are still lacking, it has been shown that oxygen chemisorption on Cu(110) results in the formation of Cu-O-Cu chain fragments that can diffuse and shift laterally by one atomic row in the [110] direction. 29, 30 The merging of shifted and un-shifted Cu-O-Cu chains can naturally form domain boundaries. Therefore, we hypothesize that domain boundary defects can form in the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O chemisorbed layer by the random nucleation and merging of fragmented and shifted of Cu-O-Cu-O chains and examine the effect of the presence of these domain boundaries on further oxygen adsorption.
Li et al. recently proposed a mechanism for oxide nucleation close to a domain boundary defect formed by mismatched missing rows of oxygen-chemisorbed (2
• -O domains on Cu(100) terraces. 31 Using DFT, they showed that subsurface oxygen adsorption at the tetrahedral site is more favorable than at the octahedral site near the domain boundary at the oxygen coverage θ = 0.53. For a non-defective missing-row reconstructed Cu(100) surface, Lee et al. noted that the oxygen tetrahedral adsorption can occur at the oxygen coverage θ = 1 with the presence of an oxygen molecule adsorbed on the reconstructed Cu(100) surface; if the oxygen molecule is absent, no tetrahedral adsorption occurs even at a higher oxygen coverage. 20 Therefore, the presence of the domain boundary defect in the missing-row reconstructed Cu(100) surface promotes Cu 2 O nucleation in Cu(100) at a lower oxygen coverage than a non-defective missing-row reconstructed Cu(100) surface. In addition to domain boundary defects promoting subsurface oxygen adsorption, the interface between different phases can also promote subsurface oxygen adsorption. Using STM and XPS, Lahtonen et al. determined that the interface between Cu-O islands and the missing row reconstruction on Cu(100) is active towards oxygen penetration into subsurface region. 28 For some metals, surface oxide phases may exist between the chemisorbed layer and the bulk oxide. [32] [33] [34] [35] On Cu, some surface oxide phases include "29", 36,37 "44", 38 and "5-
• missing-row structure on (100), 26, 39 and the added (2 × 1)-O structure and c(6 × 2) on (110). [42] [43] [44] On Ru(0001), oxidation beyond an initial (1 × 1)-O adlayer phase produces a heterogeneous surface, comprising a disordered trilayerlike surface oxide and an ordered RuO 2 (110) thin-film oxide. 45 Evidence has been provided to show that there is a distinct oxide phase that is the precursor to bulk PdO and PtO 2 formation by bulk oxide formation on top of the metal, which forms as small particles, referred to as seeds, within domains of the coexisting surface oxide. [46] [47] [48] Three-dimensional compact Cu 2 O islands may also form on the surface of Cu(100) and (110), [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] and interfaces between the islands may promote bulk oxide formation in the subsurface. 28 In our work, the precursor to bulk Cu 2 O oxide is in the surface oxide phase consisting of a domain boundary formed by merged misaligned Cu-O-Cu-O chains of the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O phase.
Oxygen chemisorption on Cu(110) has been studied extensively regarding oxygen adsorption and the resulting surface reconstruction. 18, [40] [41] [42] [43] [54] [55] [56] [57] Different from Cu(100), oxygen chemisorption on Cu(110) results in two well-defined reconstructions, an added-row (2 × 1)-O structure with the saturation oxygen coverage θ = 0.5 that transits to a c(6 × 2) structure with a saturated oxygen coverage θ = 2/3. [42] [43] [44] Using DFT calculations, Li et al. studied the stability and structural change of the Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) surface with increasing oxygen coverage and showed that a transition from oxygen octahedral occupancy to tetrahedral preference occurs when the oxygen coverage reaches θ = 1. 58 In this work, we present a systematic investigation of oxygen subsurface adsorption along the domain boundaries formed by the merging of misaligned domains of the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O reconstruction. By employing DFT calculations, we explore the domain boundary defect and its effect on Cu 2 O nucleation on Cu(110) surface. We show that the presence of domain boundaries formed by merged Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O mismatched rows results in preferred oxygen adsorption at the tetrahedral sites in between the topmost and second outermost atomic layers at the oxygen coverage θ = 0.53 and the second and third outermost atomic layers at θ = 0.56. The bond length and angle of the resulting Cu-O tetrahedra resemble that of the Cu 2 O structure, an indication of the onset of internal oxidation. Our results demonstrate that the presence of defects in an oxygen chemisorbed layer enables subsurface oxygen adsorption induced bulklike oxide formation, thereby bypassing the higher-oxygen coverage surface restructuring of the Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) by onsurface oxygen adsorption for a non-defective (2 × 1)-O area.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The DFT calculations are performed using the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [59] [60] [61] [62] with the PW91 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 63 and projector augmented wave (PAW) 64, 65 potentials. A cutoff energy of 380 eV is used and confirmed to give a converged adsorption energy from previous work. 66 We also performed a separate cutoff energy test, using cutoff energies of 380 eV and 450 eV, by adsorbing an oxygen atom on the surface in the middle of our super cell, and found that the difference in adsorption energy was only 0.02 eV, so we conclude an energy cutoff of 380 eV is sufficient. The Brillouin-zone integration is performed using (3 × 2 × 1) K-point meshes based on Monkhorst-Pack grids 67 and with broadening of the Fermi surface according to Methfessel-Paxton smearing technique 68 with a smearing parameter of 0.2 eV. We calculated the lattice constant of Cu to be 3.64 Å, which is in good agreement with previous calculations. 21, 54, 69 The surface is modeled by a periodically repeated slab consisting of five layers with the bottom two layers fixed, while the other layers are free to relax until all force components acting on the atoms are below 0.015 eV/Å, and successive slabs are separated by a vacuum region of 12 Å.
We applied the climbing image nudged elastic bands (CI-NEB) method 70 to calculate the reaction barriers, where we used five intermediate images between the initial and final states. We investigate the oxygen adsorption energies and surface morphology changes in sequence using a single adsorbed oxygen atom for each calculation. The most stable configuration identified after an oxygen atom has been adsorbed is used as the reference for the next oxygen atom to be adsorbed. The oxygen adsorption energy E ads is calculated using the equation
where E tot O/Cu is the total energy of the Cu-O system, and E ref is the energy of the structure that we use as a reference to compare the relative stability, and more specifically, it is the total energy of the most stable configuration with one fewer subsurface oxygen atom compared with the system under study. E O 2 is the energy of an isolated oxygen molecule and N O is the number of oxygen atoms newly adsorbed into the system, which is equal to 1 throughout this work for sequentially increasing the oxygen coverage by a single oxygen atom. We have also calculated the formation energy ∆E of the domain boundary by the following equation:
where E Shift is the total energy of the slab with the domain boundaries, E 2×1 is the total energy of the slab with the perfect 
• -O reconstruction in Cu(100) 31 due to the difference in missing rows and the 4-fold symmetry of the (100) surface, only 2 domain boundary structures, i.e., boundary consisting of all Cu atoms and boundary consisting of all O atoms, can develop for the (2 × 1)-O reconstruction of Cu(110) owing to its lower symmetry (i.e., 2-fold symmetry). We calculated the formation energies of the Cu-only and O-only boundaries, which are 0.0115 eV/Å 2 and −0.005 eV/Å 2 , respectively. The formation energy for the Cu-only boundary is slightly positive, suggesting that its formation is thermodynamically unfavorable compared to the perfect (2 × 1)-O structure and the O-only boundary. However, Cu-only boundaries can still exist because they are formed from the merging of randomly nucleated and shifted Cu-O-Cu chain fragments, which also suggests that the presence of the different boundary structures is random. Although the two types of the domain boundaries are not equally stable, transformation from one boundary to the other can be kinetically hindered because of the required massive structure change involved. Therefore, once a boundary is formed from merging Cu-O-Cu chain fragments, it will persist even it is thermodynamically unfavorable. Our supercells are constructed with a domain boundary as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The supercell is constructed with two boundaries. To eliminate any interaction between the two boundaries, we have to create a cell of sufficient size. We compare the on-surface oxygen adsorption energy on a hollow site halfway between the boundaries formed by Cu atoms of the boundary cell with a hollow site of the perfect added-row supercell. The energy difference is about 0.03 eV, indicating that the size of our constructed supercell is sufficient so that any boundary-boundary interaction has negligible effect for the cells. Our supercell with the boundary formed by Cu contains 148 Cu atoms and 16 O atoms, while the supercell with the boundary formed by O contains 144 Cu atoms and 20 O atoms.
We first examine both the on-surface and subsurface sites for the adsorption of oxygen atoms. We do this by calculating the oxygen atom adsorption energy for each on-surface and subsurface adsorption site in the domain boundary area. We consider the possible oxygen adsorption sites within one atomic displacement in the [001] direction, perpendicular to the domain boundary because the sites located more than one atomic displacement away from the boundary have the similar oxygen adsorption behavior as that of the perfect added-row structure and are thus not considered. Fig. 2(a) shows the possible sites for on-surface oxygen atom adsorption while Fig. 2(b) shows the sites for subsurface oxygen atom adsorption on the Cu direction. The shifted-hollow (shH) site is a pseudo threefold coordinated and is located about half-way between the hollow and short-bridge sites. Finally, the top (Top) site is direct above a surface Cu atom and has been shown to be unstable, 64 and not further explored except for our first calculation as a test. The subsurface adsorption sites are the tetrahedral (T) site, which has a coordination number of 4, and the octahedral (O) site which has a coordination number of 6. We have only performed calculations regarding the subsurface sites that are located in the second outermost layer and have not considered the subsurface adsorption sites in third layer. All these sites for on-surface oxygen and subsurface adsorption are marked in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) . Note that no further oxygen adsorption calculations are performed for situations where the possible adsorption sites are near or at an existing oxygen atom since they are unstable sites for oxygen adsorption.
After relaxing the structures containing the Cu-only domain boundaries with a single oxygen atom at those potential adsorption sites, we find that there are two stable structures with similar oxygen adsorption energies for the Cu-only boundary cell, −1.98 eV and −2.13 eV. For both cases, the oxygen atom resides on the surface giving the surface oxygen coverage θ = 0.53 for both structures, as shown in Table I . We will refer to each structure as Configuration A and Configuration B, shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. For Configuration A, an oxygen atom initially at the LB site will stabilize at that site with an adsorption energy of −1.98 eV. As shown in Table I , on-surface oxygen atoms initially located at the H and shH sites will stabilize to the LB site, and an oxygen atom initially located at the T2 site will stabilize to the on-surface LB site, shown in Table I . The other two subsurface sites, O and T1, will stabilize in their initial subsurface positions, but have a higher adsorption energy (less negative) than that of the subsurface T2 site stabilizing to the on-surface LB site. For Configuration B, oxygen first adsorbs to the shifted-hollow site with an adsorption energy of −2.13 eV, which is lower than the adsorption energy of the first oxygen atom in Configuration A. There are no additional adsorption sites that eventually stabilize to the shH site, other than an oxygen atom at the shH site itself, which is unlike the case for the LB site.
Although the structure with an adsorbed oxygen atom at the shH is the most stable, the structure with an adsorbed oxygen atom at the LB site has a similar adsorption energy, so we cannot eliminate it as a possible final structure because of the closeness in oxygen adsorption energy, differing by TABLE I. The adsorption energies of the first on-surface and subsurface oxygen atoms for both Cu-only and O-only domain boundaries. The oxygen coverage for the Cu-only and O-only boundaries are θ = 0.50 and θ = 0.625, respectively, before an oxygen atom is adsorbed. The abbreviations for the adsorption sites are defined in Fig. 2 only 0.15 eV. Therefore, we consider both cases to continue for further oxygen atoms to be adsorbed to an on-surface or subsurface site. The on-surface oxygen binding sites (SB, LB, Top, H, shH) apply for near the Cu-only boundary, but not at the Oonly boundary. For this reason, we simply tested two arbitrary on-surface sites, a pseudo-hollow site and pseudo-long bridge site, shown in Fig. 2(c) acting as if the O-only boundary were made of Cu atoms instead. Fig. 2(d) shows the tetrahedral site, marked T. There are no octahedral sites located at the boundary, since the boundary consists of only O sites. We first relax the structure with the domain boundary consisting of only O atoms. For the two on-surface sites shown in Fig. 2(c) , the oxygen adsorption energy is negative, as shown in Table I . However, the adsorbed oxygen in both cases diffuses further than one atomic displacement from the O-only boundary to the same location and stabilizes there. There is one subsurface adsorption site labeled T, in Fig. 2(d) , that diffuses to the surface and stabilizes in the same location where the oxygen at H and shH stabilize. From these results, we can conclude that on-surface and subsurface oxygen adsorption is unstable near an O-only domain boundary of the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O surface.
A. Configuration A
We will continue with Configuration A to further adsorb oxygen atoms until the most stable adsorption site is found to be in the subsurface. Configuration A currently has an oxygen coverage of θ = 0.53 (17 O atoms) and adsorbing an additional O atom to the surface would give an oxygen coverage of θ = 0.56 (18 O atoms) . Shown in Fig. 3 are both the on-surface and subsurface oxygen adsorption sites for Configuration A, which has an oxygen coverage of θ = 0.53. There are more nonequivalent sites than previously shown in Fig. 2 , due to the first oxygen atom adsorbing to the surface and causing a slight change to the structure. However, since the surface structure is still symmetrical, we only need to be concerned about half of the adsorption sites, as the other half will be equivalent sites. The adsorption energies for both on-surface and subsurface oxygen adsorption sites are shown in Table II . The most stable oxygen adsorption site resides in the subsurface, the tetrahedral site, with an adsorption energy of −1.88 eV. The oxygen atom initially placed at the O2 octahedral site stabilizes at the T2 tetrahedral site, indicating that there is a strong preference for oxygen adsorption at the tetrahedral site over the octahedral site in the presence of a domain boundary. We examine the atomic structure of the tetrahedra resulted from the most stable configuration in which the oxygen atom adsorbs to the T2 site, shown in Fig. 3(c) . The bond lengths of the tetrahedron ranges from 1.82 Å to 2.044 Å and the Cu-O-Cu bond angles fall between 85.20
• and 145.04
• . Our DFT calculation found that the bond length and bond angle in bulk Cu 2 O are 1.86 Å and 109.47
• , respectively. Although the bond lengths of our tetrahedra are relatively close to the bond length in bulk Cu 2 O, the bond angle discrepancy suggests that we have a distorted tetrahedral structure compared with the perfect Cu 2 O tetrahedron that is found in the bulk oxide.
We employed the CI-NEB method to calculate the energy barrier for an oxygen atom to diffuse to the resulting subsurface tetrahedral site. We used the relaxed structure resulting from an oxygen adsorbed on the shH2 site as the initial state, while the final state is the oxygen adsorbed at the T2 site. The shH2 site is the most stable on surface site and happens to be located just above the T2 site. We determined the energy TABLE II. The adsorption energies of the on-surface and subsurface oxygen atoms. The oxygen coverage is θ = 0.53 before an oxygen atom is adsorbed. The abbreviations for the adsorption sites are defined in Fig. 3 
100] direction in between the Cu-O-Cu-O chains as the supply of extra oxygen to form the Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) phase, which is 0.53 eV. 69 The lower energy barrier indicates that it is more favorable for the on-surface oxygen atom to diffuse to the subsurface tetrahedral site than to diffuse along the Cu-O-Cu-O to form the Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) phase.
B. Configuration B
We continue this investigation by adsorbing oxygen atoms onto the other stable structure found after the first oxygen is adsorbed. Shown in Fig. 4 are both the on-surface and subsurface oxygen adsorption sites for Configuration B, which has an oxygen coverage of θ = 0.53. Unlike Configuration A, Configuration B lacks symmetry, creating additional adsorption sites. The oxygen adsorption energies for both onsurface and subsurface oxygen adsorption sites are shown in Table III .
The most stable oxygen adsorption site is at the on-surface shH1 site with an adsorption energy of −1.83 eV. An oxygen initially placed at the H1 hollow site will stabilize to the TABLE III. The adsorption energies of the on-surface and subsurface oxygen atoms. The oxygen coverage is θ = 0.53 before an oxygen atom is adsorbed. The abbreviations for the adsorption sites are defined in Fig. 4 The adsorption energies of the on-surface and subsurface oxygen atoms. The oxygen coverage is θ = 0.56 before an oxygen atom is adsorbed. The abbreviations for the adsorption sites are defined in Figure 5 .
On-surface adsorption site shifted-hollow site shH1. An oxygen initially placed at the LB5 long bridge site will move further from the boundary to more than 1 atomic displacement away from the boundary. The most stable subsurface adsorption site is at the T3 tetrahedral site with an adsorption energy of −1.39 eV. Overall, the configuration with the oxygen atom adsorbed at the shifthollow site is more stable than that with the oxygen adsorbed at the tetrahedral site, so we use that structure to continue with the oxygen atom adsorption.
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the on-surface oxygen adsorption sites and the subsurface adsorption sites for the next oxygen atom to be adsorbed, where the initial oxygen coverage on the surface for this structure is now θ = 0.56. Table IV shows the oxygen-adsorption energies for each of those sites. In the two most stable configurations, LB2 and LB3, with oxygen adsorption energies of −1.11 eV and −0.98 eV, respectively, the additional on-surface adsorbed oxygen appears to have diffused away from the domain boundary to further than one atomic displacement. Since this study concerns oxygen adsorption within one atomic displacement from the domain boundary, we choose to ignore these two on-surface adsorption sites. The next most stable adsorption site is a subsurface tetrahedral site, with an adsorption energy of −0.66 eV for the O1, O3, T3, T4, and T6 sites.
Once again, it is found that a distorted tetrahedron is formed when the first oxygen atom is adsorbed into the subsurface. Oxygen adsorption at O1 and T6 sites results in the same final configuration, while oxygen adsorption at O3, T3, and T4 sites results in the same final configuration. All of the T adsorption sites in our calculations are initially in the second layer. Although the final position of the adsorbed oxygen is in a tetrahedron, the final position of the oxygen atom is not at one of the tetrahedral sites that we initially selected to be an oxygen adsorption site. Instead, the oxygen diffuses deeper into the bulk and embeds itself between the second and third outermost layers, where the Cu-O tetrahedron is formed, rather than in the second layer, as we selected for our initial oxygen adsorption site. These results show that the tetrahedral site is energetically favorable compared to the octahedral site in the presence of a domain boundary.
We performed three different CI-NEB calculations to determine the energy barrier for an oxygen atom to diffuse to the resulting subsurface tetrahedral site using three different initial states. We used the relaxed structures resulting from an oxygen adsorbed on the H1, shH2, and shH4 for the initial states, while the final state for each calculation is the relaxed structure with an oxygen adsorbed at T3. The shH2 and shH4 sites are the most stable on surface sites, but have long diffusion paths, so we also included the structure with the oxygen adsorbed at the H1 site, which is above the T3 site. We determined the energy barriers for an oxygen atom to diffuse from the H1, shH2, and shH4 sites to be 0.93, 0.52, and 0.51 eV, respectively. The energy barrier for diffusion of atomic oxygen from shH2 and shH4 sites are comparable to the barrier for the diffusion of atomic oxygen on Cu(110)-(2 × 1) chemisorbed layer along the [100] direction in between the Cu-O-Cu-O chains as the supply of extra oxygen to form the Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) phase, which is 0.53 eV. 69 Although the energy barrier for an oxygen atom at the H1 site to diffuse to the T3 site is higher than the barrier for atomic oxygen diffusion along the chains, it is still lower than the barrier of 1.41 eV for the concerted movement of Cu atoms involved in the Cu(110)-(2 × 1) to Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) transition, 69 so it is more likely for the oxygen atom to diffuse to the subsurface tetrahedral site, than for the concerted movement of Cu atoms to take place.
We examine the atomic structure of the tetrahedron resulting from the most stable configurations. The bond lengths of the tetrahedron resulting from the stabilized structure in Configuration B range from 1.96 Å to 2.06 Å and the Cu-O-Cu bond angles fall between 85.93
• and 123.23
• , compared to bond lengths ranging from 1.82 Å to 2.04 Å and bond angles ranging from 82.2
• to 145.04
• of the tetrahedron resulted from the stabilized structure in Configuration A. The oxygen atom in the tetrahedron of Configuration B is located between the second and third layer, deeper than that of Configuration A, which is located in the second layer. To ensure that the presence of the bottom layer did not have significant contribution to the adsorption energy or configuration on the adsorbed subsurface oxygen atom, we performed a test using seven layers with the bottom two layers fixed. The difference in adsorption energy, using five layers versus seven layers, of the deepest adsorbed subsurface oxygen atom (between second and third layer) is only 0.01 eV, and the difference in bond angles remain unchanged, while the bond lengths changed by less than 1%. From this test, we conclude that our five layer slab is thick enough to neglect the presence of the bottom layer.
By comparing the bond length and bond angles of the two tetrahedra formed in both Configuration A and Configuration B, we can see that the bond lengths are similar, but the bond angles are significantly different. The bond angles in the tetrahedron in Configuration B more closely resembles the tetrahedron structure found in the bulk oxide, and the tetrahedron is formed deeper into the bulk in Configuration B than in Configuration A. These differences may be attributed to the fact that the stabilized structure of Configuration B, after a subsurface tetrahedron has been formed, has a higher oxygen coverage. The increased O-O repulsion at the surface at higher oxygen coverage may induce oxygen subsurface adsorption. 18, 19, 72, 73 For a non-defective added-row region, further oxygen coverage for the Cu(110)-(2 × 1) phase leads to the transition to the Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) reconstructed surface via on-surface oxygen adsorption until reaching the oxygen coverage θ = 2/3, 69 beyond which subsurface oxygen adsorption becomes energetically more favorable first at the octahedral sites and then at the tetrahedral sites when the oxygen coverage reaches θ = 1. 58 In the presence of the domain boundary, we find that further oxygen coverage over θ = 0.53 for the Cu(110)-(2 × 1) reconstruction in the domain boundary region results in subsurface oxygen adsorption and tetrahedral preference, for which the transition to the Cu(110)-c(6 × 2) reconstruction that requires further on-surface oxygen adsorption is bypassed. These results indicate that the presence of the domain boundary in the Cu(110)-(2 × 1) chemisorbed layer induces the formation of Cu 2 O-like tetrahedra in the second and third atomic layer, which suggests that the onset of the internal oxidation can occur at very low oxygen coverage initiated at the defected region of the oxygen chemisorbed layer.
IV. CONCLUSION
By employing DFT calculations, we have examined the energetics of oxygen subsurface adsorption during the oxidation of Cu(110). Our results show that the oxidation of Cu (110) terrace is via a heterogeneous nucleation process, where the Cu-only boundaries formed by merged parallel missing-row domains with half unit-cell mismatch are preferred sites for forming Cu 2 O-type Cu-O tetrahedra. The crossover from oxygen octahedral adsorption to tetrahedral adsorption may signal the onset of bulk oxide formation. The bond length and bond angles of the resulting distorted tetrahedra formed are calculated and are consistent with previous work performed on the domain boundaries in the missing-row reconstructed oxygen chemisorbed layer of Cu(100). The results obtained from this work are further evidence that the domain boundary defects formed in an oxygen chemisorbed layer may facilitate bulk oxide formation in the subsurface region.
